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HOSTED TECHNOLOGIES:
• HIPAA/HITECH Compliance
• High Availability Private Cloud
• Linux
• VMware

MEDIPROCITY – A HIPAA/
HITECH COMPLIANT CASE
STUDY
Connectria – helping healthcare software companies achieve and
maintain compliance.
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Mediprocity provides affordable, easy-to-use encrypted communications tools for healthcare
providers who must safeguard patient information. Their solutions secure communications across a
variety of mobile devices in accordance with HIPAA/HITECH regulations. When Mediprocity decided
to host their Software as a Service platform, they sought out an experienced and knowledgeable
HIPAA/HITECH compliant hosting provider. Mediprocity chose Connectria. Learn why.

About Mediprocity
Mason Rothert & Nicholas Magers conceived Mediprocity while working together in
the healthcare field calling on physician offices and healthcare provider centers. At
the time, Rothert was working as V.P. of Sales and Technology for a management
company overseeing long-term care facilities and a full range therapy company. Magers
was finishing up his MBA at USC and working for a pulmonary company as a sales
director. In 2009, they partnered
to solve the fragmentation of
communication among covered
entities and business associates
in healthcare. They would focus
on the new technologies available
as well as the growing need to
encrypt patient health information
in order to prevent data breaches.
Today, Mediprocity is surrounded by a medical advisory team that reaches into multiple
specialties across the country as well as business advisors in all facets of medicine.
This core is forging strategic partnerships with those building a system to improve
daily communication among healthcare professionals. In 2015. the company launched
Mediprocity 3.0, which is a fully mobile-enabled web platform that also features a full
administrative panel for organizations. Mediprocity’s philosophy has always been simple:
“Protect patient data. Build intuitive and cost-effective tools to help speed up daily
communication for all healthcare professionals.”

Mediprocity Challenges
Mediprocity recognized the emergence and impact the smartphone was having upon
all communications. These devices were blurring the lines between personal and
professional communications and the healthcare industry was no exception. As doctors
and other healthcare workers began to use smartphones as a means for communicating
patient information, Mediprocity saw the need to secure the information.
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According to Mediprocity CEO Rothert, “looking down the road we were thinking a
handheld device is going to be a doctor’s moving office. When they’re moving from their
hospital to their office to their home and to their lab, it will travel with them. That meant
certain communications would be subject to HIPAA rules, and we could encrypt this data
in accordance with those regulations.”
Mediprocity introduced its first product, Secure Messaging, and continued to enhance
their solution over the years to include Secure Forms and Attachments across any device,
including desktop and mobile. Whether
communicating patient information
via email or text, Mediprocity securely
encrypts protected health information
(PHI).
Mediprocity’s goal is to enable physicians
or prescribers access to its application
with its primary target the communitybased healthcare worker (e.g. nursing
homes, hospice, home health, pharmacies,
labs, etc.). Essentially anyone outside
the hospital system looking to secure
protected health information under HIPAA/
HITECH guidelines can take advantage of Mediprocity’s solution--and it won’t cost “an
arm and a leg.” Mediprocity offers a tiered, user-based pricing model built on a Software
as a Service (SaaS) platform.
When it came time to decide whether to manage the supporting IT infrastructure on
their own versus outsourcing, Mediprocity chose a hosted solution. “We didn’t want
to manage it,” noted Rothert. “We don’t have the time and there are too many parts to
managing a HIPAA compliant environment. We want to focus on providing the best
HIPAA compliant applications, not managing servers.”
Mediprocity initially chose a west coast-based hosting provider and developer, however
they did not meet expectations. Having been HIPAA/HITECH experts in their own right,
Mediprocity found themselves, as non-technical people, telling their hosting provider
what to do. Mediprocity enlisted the aid of a new developer, who quickly gained their
confidence and trust. The new developer recommended that they replace their current
hosting provider with Connectria, a vendor with a long track record of HIPAA compliant
hosting.
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Choosing Connectria
Upon the recommendation of their new developer, Mediprocity agreed to a two-month
“proof of concept” with Connectria. Though their brief engagement with Connectria was
a very positive one, Mediprocity wanted to make sure they would choose the right hosting
provider for the long-term.
In addition to Connectria, Mediprocity evaluated 20 other hosting companies. What they
found is that many other companies claim they provide HIPAA compliant hosting, but
cannot back up their claims or make things confusing.
Mediprocity’s search
reinforced that Connectria
was the right choice for
them.
Rothert further observed,
“It was nice to sit down
with a HIPAA/HITECH
compliant hosting
company that spoke our
language and understood
our needs. Connectria
made everything easy
and we recognized how
far ahead they are in the
HIPAA compliant market. ”

“It was nice to sit down with a HIPAA/HITECH
compliant hosting company that spoke our
language and understood our needs. Connectria
made everything easy and we recognized how
far ahead they are in the HIPAA compliant
market.”
Mason Rothert, Co-founder and CEO
Mediprocity

Mediprocity knew the risk of not choosing the right hosting provider. As a HIPAA/HITECH
solution, they wanted a hosting company with the requisite knowledge and experience.
Any compromise of patient information could result in a minimum fine of $50,000 up to
$1.5M per incident. Rothert understandably pointed out, “You don’t take something like
that lightly. You don’t partner with a hosting company and expect them to take care of
everything. We have a security audit engineer periodically come in and put Connectria
engineers through the ringer. We all work together and make sure we’re doing things
correctly. If there is an audit from the federal government, we’d feel confident. We don’t
view Connectria as merely a hosting company....they’re our partner.”
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About Connectria
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At the core of Connectria is our No Jerks Allowed®
company philosophy. As The Jerk Free Company®,
we’ve established a unique culture where every
individual goes “the extra mile” to take care of our
customers. Being The Jerk Free Company® extends
beyond our people too. We make it easy to do
business with us through flexible terms, scalable
solutions and straight-forward pricing to serve the
hosting needs of large and small organizations
alike.
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Connectria provides award-winning cloud computing, managed hosting and custom
hosting solutions for more than 1,000 customers in over 30 countries worldwide. We are
experts in complex multi-vendor solutions, and we
support the broadest range of technologies, managed
JERK
services and security in the industry.

nojerksallowed.com

To learn more about Connectria and our HIPAA/HITECH Compliant Hosting, please visit us at:
www.connectria.com/solutions/hipaa.php
To learn about our Private Cloud, VMware and Linux hosting solutions, please visit:
www.connectria.com/cloud/private_cloud_computing.php
www.connectria.com/technologies/vmware_hosting.php
www.connectria.com/technologies/linux_hosting.php

To learn more about Mediprocity, please visit: www.mediprocity.com
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